Linux Course for IT people.
Everything you wanted to ask about Linux but were afraid to ask.
Audience : Those IT people who need
to learn Linux and about FOSS in a
reasonable amount of time and cannot
spend decades figuring out how to get
those thousands of things done which
need to be mastered.
Teacher : Khawar Nehal
He spent an insane amount of time learning and
practicing Linux and Opensource since the time Linux
was born in 1992.
He has been into Unix (*nix) since 1991. Including
Sun, Xenix, SCO, AIX, AT&T and many more
variants.
He has been into computers since 1985 Unix (*nix) since 1991. Including Sun, Xenix, SCO, AIX,
AT&T and many more variants.
He first was introduced to computers in 1981 and started programming in 1983 and has been learning
and using them full time into them since 1984. 36 years. Almost 4 decades of experience. So you can
learn a lot from the old stories and how technology evolved.

Course Outline
Distributions. Which one is for what kinds of work. Learning the top 10 at least.
Finding the correct software.
Deciding which platform to use. In house server, Data center or some cloud provider with some
managed stuff.
LAMP
Libreoffice
Backups and Restoring.
Virtual Machines.
DevOps and IT management basics.
RevOps basics and the connection to IT.

Extra Topics
Since this course is designed for experienced people who know which direction they want to go into
and the topics which they need to concentrate on. This part shall be a combination of the choices of the
participants.
Topic examples are Robotics, Asterisk, Networking software development, Enterprise softwares,
Oracle, SAP, or anything technical or basic even.

Duration : Two weeks.
Medium : Whatsapp, Video Conferencing, class room for those in the same physical city, and email.
Interaction time : Minimum 40 hours.

Contact :
Mr. Khawar Nehal
Email : khawar@atrc.net.pk
Mobile :
Ufone : +92 331 2036 422
Telenor : +92 343 2702 932
Zong : +92 316 0297 564
Warid/Mobilink/Jazz : +92 309 2604 780

http://atrc.net.pk/contact/contact.html
http://atrc.net.pk/

